The Motuihe Island Heart of the Hauraki Gulf
By Ruth E. Henderson
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Leaving Auckland was a bit choppy

Most long weekends, most of us eagerly plan a long
weekend away. Choosing to travel as far away as three days,
with a balance between driving and recreation, allows... Three
to four hours behind the wheel and we’re at the Rotorua
Lakes or the Bay of Islands or at the tip of the Coromandel
Peninsula... paddlers paradises. We’ve gotta get away...We
can paddle in our own back-yard any time, right?
However, as the population of our largest city multiplies so does the
travel times... travelling out of or through Auckland has become a bit
tedious unless you can load your car up on Thursday night and escape
by Friday lunchtime. Not everyone is on flexi-time or has a stock-pile of
overtime owing; a new trend is occurring...staying ‘home’...paddling the
jewels of the Hauraki Gulf.
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I’ve always been one of those escapee artists, and woefully ignorant of
the islands around Auckland. When I noticed the North Shore Yakity Yak
trip on Anniversary weekend, organised by Shelley, included a few ‘must
do someday iconic trips I thought it was time to rectify that and signed up.
So did about twenty others . She had come up with an excellent plan that
catered for all tastes: base camp at Motuihe Island, paddle to Waiheke
Island for the ‘Headland Sculpture on the Gulf’ exhibition and on the return
paddle squeeze thru Gardiner Gap the tidal passage between Rangitoto
and Motutapu Islands.
On the Saturday morning we left our cars at Narrow Neck beach and
headed off across the Rangitoto Channel in a bit of breeze and chop, to
cruise along the south side of this landmark island. We pulled in to the west
of Emu Pt, the southern tip of Motutapu for lunch. The landing choices were
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limited, the beach landing messy, but some of us really
needed to refuel before we expended anymore energy.
We needed to sprint across the Motuihe channel, as it
is used by the ferries and on this holiday weekend they
seemed to keep on coming... all heading to Waiheke,
all going fast.

Social hour

We got over unscathed, paddled past the jetty and
landed at Waihaorangatahi Bay. A total of 15 kms.
We all had pre-booked our DOC tent sites; those who
knew the views making that a priority, those who don’t
like portaging electing for the lower level, closer to the
loos. Soon we were all settled in, and met on the hill
top with 360 degree views over to Auckland city and
around to Waiheke, for a social hour.
After dinner we re-grouped with cameras and head
torches...we were on the hunt for kiwi. It was a magical
hour and a half walk, the sun setting, the glow from the
city radiating out, the day seeping into night. We walked
past the rows of Norfolk pines, and gradually the grass
turned to forest - mature and regenerating mahoe,
karaka, manuka, mapou, taraire, puriri and large pohutukawa. There was
much excitement when in the bush on our outward journey we spotted a
tuatara eyeing us from a hollowed out tree stump and then on the way back
it was on the track. All 15 inches (about 40cm) of it! Very special!! Alack,
no kiwis – think we’d need a smaller and much quieter group...

around the western side of Motuihe, back to our start point, but the rest
headed back to land at Ocean Beach...with only a 200m portage across
the isthmus of sand and grass to reach us. Total distance for the day Greg and I, 20 kms.

The next day we paddled 8 kms to see the sculptures. As we landed
at Waiheke’s Matiatia Bay ferry terminal – so too did a ferry, disgorging
hundreds of others...including some non-paddling spouses and some
kayakers without their boats. Once changed and re-charged with coffees
it was onto the bus to get to the start of the trail. Wow, wow and what?
There were some gorgeous inspirational pieces and there were some
questionable objects... Reckon that given a pile of clay and some netting
my grandsons could be more imaginative and creative then one ‘artists’
contribution. The day was hot, the water bottle refill stations a grand idea
and $5 didn’t seem too high a price for an ice- cream on top of a hill. The
day couldn’t get any better, or could it?

That night we were treated to yet another wonderful show of light; the
graves on the hill top coated in pine needles were burnished gold, the
orange sky silhouetting the water tower and old trees on the horizon.
This 178 hectare island has had a diverse history. There are two pa sites
and many kumara storage pits and middens scattered across the island
evidence of early Maori occupation until 1839 when Ngati Paoa sold
the island to the missionary Mr W.H. Fairburn for 103 pounds. He had a
sense of property values and sold it six months later for 200 pounds! The
crown bought it in 1872 and promptly turned it into a quarantine station
when a sailing ship bought smallpox and scarlet fever to Auckland and
again in 1918 when there was a tragic influenza epidemic – the graves
belong to this era.

It did. As we cruised along Waiheke’s western coastline, a family of
orca appeared, and re-appeared, popping up real close to Karen...was
that a scream or a yell of excitement? Greg and I opted to paddle around
Crusoe Island, one of the Hauraki Gulf’s “un-counted islands” and then

In World War I it was a prisoner-of-war camp – and had some infamy
when a ‘Robin Hood’ of the Kaisers Imperial Navy, the prisoner Felix von
Luckner under the guise of Christmas party preparations, with the added
distraction of a fire, stole a visiting Naval Commander’s boat, collected
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stashed supplies and set off for the Kermadec Islands. He
was re-captured. The cheeky bloke returned to NZ in 1938
and gave a lecture tour about his exploits! Unbelievably on
8th October 2017 the rascal will again be a drawcard – see
http://motuihe.org.nz/ for details of the century celebrations
of his audaciousness.
In both world wars as HMS Tamaki, the island served as
a Naval Base. The water tower and gun placements still
stand as a reminder of this time. And between wars in the
Great Depression it served as a Children’s Health Camp.
The Cotters farmed it in the 1960’s, their isolation broken
by the famous sea-plane pilot Fred Ladd, dropping off a
NZ Herald as he swooped past.
Now, the island is a pest-free nature reserve. As the
official website puts it “Motuihe Restoration Project is a
conservation project run in partnership between Motuihe
Trust (formed in 2000) and DOC to transform Motuihe
Island into an authentic natural environment of beaches,
native forests, wetlands and open spaces together with
rare and endangered native birds and insects. It is now
home to native New Zealand flora and fauna such as the little spotted
kiwi, saddleback, kakariki, bellbirds, whiteheads, shore skinks, common
gecko, duvaucel gecko and tuatara to name a few.”
It was an early start the next day; getting the tide on high is crucial if
you want to paddle through Gardiner Gap, and dragging a laden boat did
not appeal. Ferry spotting and timing was again important…forget the
notion that you, in a paddle craft, have right of way - in the channel the
fast ferry has right of way ….and outside of the marked lane, only an idiot
would tango with a ferry. In addition Kerry Howe warns that “the Channel
can be as dangerous as the Whangaparaoa Passage, when there is a
strong wind against tide”. We made it and ahead of the tide, meandered
up Islington Bay where some of us spotted a hammerhead shark... only
a baby one.

Rob Brown in Gardiners Gap
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Gardiner Gap was not as I imagined...but the narrowest bit had a bridge
– and this trapped a few unwary paddlers caught by their tall flags....
who in turn made life difficult for those still coming. Reverse skills were
required. Eventually it was all sorted and we had a breather on the NW
side of Motutapu where we were lucky enough to encounter a NZ Shore
Plover. Unfortunately it wasn’t only picking though seaweed...I cleaned
up its backyard, and left with a huge bag of plastic rubbish stowed under
my bungies.
The northern side of Rangitoto was a treat. I’ve since learnt that the
picturesque stark and striking volcanic rock formations are “Columnar
jointing – pooled basalt with well-defined vesicular rind on top”. (Thank
you Deb Volturno). At McKenzie Bay we stopped for lunch before pushing
into a bit of breeze for the homeward run back to the madness of the
Narrowneck Beach car park. Half of Auckland seemed to be jostling for
a turn at the boat ramp...but ah, at least we weren’t creeping along the
motorway at 5 kms an hour...and soon we were de-briefing over a coffee
or ice-cream in the café...voting Motuihe a very handy, very central, perfect
base camp for future explorations of the Hauraki Gulf. Total distance for
the day 20 km.
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